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hostages) who have been held fOr 20
months in lebanon, ~!l freed Tuesday. MithiJeslrwar Singb was turned
over to the U.~. Ambassador to SyriaBI\.."IIGKOK \UP1) - F()ur Americans
~rrived in Bangkok Wednes!iaY

to

publieize a $2.4 million reward {or the

return

or

a "Iive American.'" The

group wantS alive Am('rican,not re-:
mains, from ~aplurc during the war
in rndoehln;i. "Our mission ls to get

t.heword out that the reward is real,"

said a former SE~rgeant in ~he Special
FOrces in Vietnam, and part of the
group_ "We t!on' l wanl inform8liQ~
wedonit wan't remains, we wantD live
American."

Nation
OMARA. Neb_ - Vice presidential
candidates Dan Q~yle and Lloyd
Bentsen gt'appled over campaign
issues wedJre$day, namely, over the
young QuaYle's ability to 8~ in and
run the country. Tbe two debated on

national television, attacking each
other's'weak points. After reeling off
his experience credentials, Quayle
said, "Age alone is not the only
qua1ffi.catioo. You've got to look at exDerieDce and ac:com.,tiahmenta. Have
1 made a dift'erence? Yes, I bave,"
QuaylE$ has ~ bombarded with

:';

-

about his leadersbip
abilities, but he compared himself to
President JoJm Kennedy; aQd the
qUi!StiGDS

Head Football Coach Larry Richmond takes Silly Day activities of Pledge Week in stride as these club candidates
serenade him in the cafeteria yesterday.

Bennett speaks·on nation's educational system
"The longer you spend in
school in the U. S., the more
you fall behind."

most tense Ulopient.
"r .served With Jack ~.
BentSen said sharply to Qu41le: ''Jack
Kennedy wes a friend of mlne..You~
~. J~ Keo.nedy.!!
.. ~
,"Tbat was- UJreelled ror. ;~tor;
Quayle allOt ~
"
"Yw.a,re the one tba,t ~,~
the eomoar1son.seuator..1. in<rl dlel ~
not
think tlMf'CC)lDpariS!m,. ,. -}
taken.",;$aid ~"
'" .'. . . .
~b8f.e

~

•
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by Susan Arnette
Bi~o n

0;;'

assistant editor

Secretary of Education William Bennett
delivered some alarming statistics about
our nation's educational system before a
near-capacity crowd in the Benson
Auditorium on Thursday, Sept. 29.
Secretary Bennett stated that only seven
percent of high school seniors are at the level
of ability to take college-level science
courses, and that every year since 1969, the
grasp of science and math has steadily
decreased.
Bennett also shared with the audience the
fact that "the longer you spend in school in
the U.S., the more you fall behind." When
students from the United States were
evaluated against students of other countries, "in fourth graders, they ranked 8 out
of 15, in eighth graders, 11 out of 15, and by
twelfth grade, 14 out of 15."
(See BENNETT, page 4)
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Former Secretary of Education William Bennett emphasizes how America
can improve its educational system Thursday, Oct. 29 in the second American
institute lecture at Harding.

HU student wins Arkansas
fiddling championship page 12
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Voting rights will be
denied if you
do not register
THE BISON, Searcy, Ark. 72143, Oct. 7, 1988

If you have not registered to vote and you don't register
in the next 11 days, you will have given up your right to
vote in this general election Nov. 8.
The books close Thesday at 5 p.m., Oct. 18.
In order to' vote, you must register 20 days before the
Thesday, Nov. 8 election.
In the past, the voters in the United States have turned
out in pitiful numbers to cast their ballots. Depending on
what group is doling out the statistics, the statistics vary
from 17 percent to 36 percent of those eligible registered
voters who actually made it to the polls and dropped their
ballot. Albeit, the numbers are low and voter apathy is
high.
The Arkansas Association of County Clerks have
declared three days as Voter Registration Awareness Days
in an effort to encourage more Arkansans to vote. One
of those days is left, and it is tomorrow - a Saturday.
We want to encourage you if you haven't registered to
vote, to do so before it is too late for you to register.
Democracy is built on your vote and your freedom to vote
for one whom you think would best lead in whatever office for which he is running.
The presidential race is most likely going to be a downto-the-wire contest. Each vote will make the difference in
the county. The Harding vote has clout. We are not and
will not suggest that we band together to vote for a particular candidate in the presidential election. We will simply submit to you that as a large body, the Harding commurnty can be represented in an election if individuals act.
If you register in White County and your. residence is
on the Harding campus, your polling place will be in the
lobby of the American Heritage building. Different states
have different guidelines about registering, (whether you
have to establish residency after you register), cutoff dates
for registration, and regulations for absentee voting. You
may only be registered to vote in one county, one state.
Several years ago, a man registered in seven states and
voted in every one that November. It was against the law,
but he was trying to show that many have gotten away with
shady voting practices because of the states' disability in
regulating registration.
Registering and voting in more than one state is
unlawful. but every citizen of the United States may
register provided they- do it within the time and place
parameters. Vote. But you will not be able to if you don't
register by Tuesday, Oct. 18.

H . a.r . d.j.n . g

U . n . i.v.e.r.s.i.t.y
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Letter to the Harding University Student Body
Well you did it, but I never doubted your ability to do the
job. Thank you to everyone that helped in any way possible in the Jamaican ReliefProgam. The work that was done
by various members of the student body was just
tremendous.
.

The trip to deliver the boxes was a smooth one. Over 150
boxes, weighing 3,500 pounds, were delivered to the
Miami warehouse of Air Jamaica on Wednesday
September 28 and were flown into Kingston, Jamaica on
Saturday, Oct. 1.

To try and thank every person that donated would be impossible but I would like to thank those 40 or more people that helped on Tuesday, Sept. 20 in collecting the
clothes, and then spent 2 and one-half hours in the Student Center sorting, folding and packing the clothes away.
The effort given to the program was just phenomenal.

The members of the South Florida churches were impressed that a school in Arkansas would go to the effort to collect and deliver the materials to the island.

Of course a big thanks goes to all of the students that
-donated clothing or purchased food and toiletry items for
the Hurricane Gilbert victims. Also a special word of
thanks goes to all of the social clubs and individuals that
donated funds to help in defraying travel expenses. Without
your donations the boxes would never have been able to
leave Searcy.

I wish to thank you all for your support in the Jamaican
Relief Effort.
Speaking for the people of Jamaica,
THANK
YOU, HARDING UNIVERSITY!~
,

..

Pledging turns acquaintances into friends
Pledges. What would your mothers think if they could
see you now? Might your mother accuse you of wearing
clothes that looked worse than the ones she has been trying to sell at her garage sale for the last 10 years? Did you,
as a new pledge, ever imagine that this past week would
be such a time of growth, service, excitement, bonding,
weariness, and love?
Never again will you be a pledge who has to carry an
upperclassmen's books from class to class. No more will
you think to yourself (while carrying that pledge master
breakfast in bed); "I hope they choke on that biscuit."
Believe it or not, pledges, after this week you can become
a "normal" person again.
As pledges, you learned that you had no sense of direc-

tion. You marched from leading a cheer at a club softball
game to baving a date with a different person every night.
Pledges, this week you have acted in areas that, for no
amount of money, could you get your little sister or brother
to act. As club newcomers you came to the realization that
you never knew you were such a versatile person.
As the week comes to a close, all those acquaintances
made by both pledges and club members are now turning
into friendships. As pledges many of you have grown to
realize that Harding is the only school that has a new intramural sport - canoeing in the lily pool. Others have
found out how tired their body and spirit can be and still
persevere, and hopefully all have grown to love.
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It's time for our
nation to accept
responsibility

3

Commentary

This summer I picked up a TIme magazine and started
looking for the article on Michael Jackson's chimp who
was pictured in the upper righthand comer of the cover.

As I skipped past all the terrorist bombings, arid kidnappings in search of that one newsworthy event, I stumbled onto a story that amazed me, it w~s about Rose
Clippilone.
Cippilone began smoking in 1941. It was cool then. It
was vogue. All the movie stars and big shots walked with
cigarettes dangling from their lips so did Cippilone.
By 1950, Cippilone was puffin' two packs a day. Her
breath, her house, and her clothes (I'm sure) constantly
smelled like smoke. Her family begged her to quit, but
she was hooked. She had even ordered groceries she didn't
need just to get a carton of cigarettes deliv.ered to her
house.
In the early 50's she saw an ad for L & M Filters that
read:

.~
~

t

...

"More doctors smoke L & M than any other brand."
She was concerned for her health so she switched to
L & M, supposedly believing their claim as being "just
what the doctor ordered."
Unfortunately a few years later the doctor ordered the
removal of a malignant tumor from her right lung. He and
the surgeon general warned her to quit but she kept on
smoking. She even kept inhaling smoke into her left lung
after her right lung was totally removed in 1982.
Finally in 1983, her teeth yellowing, her lung missing,
her breath short, Cippilone quit smoking. Less than a year,
in 1984, she died of cancer.
But that's where the story really begins.
Cippilone's husband, Tony, embittered by the fact that
cigarettes had led her down the cancer filled path of
premature death, filed a $4 million liability claim against
the Liggett Group, makers of the L & M Filters. The suit
claimed that the Liggett Group was at least partially
responsible for Cippilone's death .
It sounds ridiculous, but the jury agreed and ruled that
the Ligget Group was 10 percent responsible for Cippilone's death, awarding a $400,000 settlement to Tony
Cippilone.
. The Cippilone's story is the ultimate example of a nation that refused to own up to its responsibilities.
A homosexual contracts AIDS and he blames the doctors for not having a cure. A drunk driver hits a schoolbus
and he accuses the bartender who poured the drinks. A
maniac opens fire in public and he blames it on his boss
who fired him.
It's time we started giving credit to whom credit is due.
Most of us learned that lesson a long time ago. .
When I was five years old I begged my mom to buy
me a bag of those tiny assorted Hershey Bars. She agreed
but warned me not to eat them all at once. Lying through
my teeth, I promised not to and as soon as we got home
from the grocery store I ripped them open and ate the entire bag of candy.
Later that night I crawled up in my mother's lap crying
from the pain of a terrible stomach ache. As I wailed I
blamed the entire world. First I blamed my mom for buying them, then the store for selling them, and of course
the candy company for making them. In retrospect, I
should have filed a 50 million dollar joint suit against my
mom, Kroger's and Hershey's - payable in baseball
cards.
. I can still hear my mother's loving voice as she reminded me to whom the blame belonged. "What did I tell you
. about that," she said, "it's nobody's mult but yours."
Hard words to accept aren't they? Even more so for a
grown up than a child.

In cOQtrast to single club spirit this week, this group of six clubs joined together Sept. 24 to play volleyball
(Photo by Greg Tayle r)
to raise money for Arkansas Children's Hospital.

Good, clean funSleep~ Total euphoria.
HONK! A thousand battle bugles resound and I am
awakened.
"I hate that train," I mumble as I peel myself off the
ceiling.
8:55 a.m. I'll be late for chapel again . Oh well, so will
everyone else. Another day has begun on the Wmg of Love.
What? What's the Wing of Love? Sit down my child and
listen to my tale of Peace, unity, trains and of course Love.
The Highlander stood atop the mightiest cliff in the jagged Scot Valley. Without warning, a bolt of immortalizing
electricity struck his heavenwardly thrusted sword. The
Wing of Love was borne. Or so the legend goes.
More likely, however, is the semi-boring tale of a few
guys sitting around in a room in Keller Donn, third floor
"B" wing, when someone filled with the spirit of unity
exclaimed, "We're just a wing of love!"
And so goes the real story.
The Wing of Love is a club melting pot where unity is
stressed and interclub relationships are intensely close.
The Wing of Love is, physically, the "B" wing on 3rd
floor Keller. Conceptually, however, it is the "America"
of Harding's campus. The melting pot of seven clubs is
drawn together by something more than fate ... choice.
Club barriers have no place on the wing. The guys are
more interested in the wellness of each other individually.
On the exterior, the wing appears to be a club within
itself. A hayride is planned, a spring banquet is in the
works, and T-shirt "jerseys" will appear on campus sooner

by
Randy Williams
than not. The fall wiffleball tournament is coming to an
end. but Athletic Director Don Rottman is working on the
Winter brackets.
So what? Why should you care about where I live? You
don't.
I guess in a roundabout way, I'm trying to stress the importance of unity among students all around campus.
This week most students are -emphasizing clubs and
many "arriers arise . Tempers flare and hearts become
calloused - all in the name of clubs. Personally, I don't
see how that can be a part of Christian education . Clubs
at a Christian school must be unified to be in keeping with
the teaching of Jesus on prejudice and love between fellow
Christians.
The Wing of Love is making a conscious effort to tear
some walls down. "Something's gonna give under this
pressure, and the cracks are already beginning to show."
To anyone pledging: I hope your experience with your
club is extremely rewarding, but I wish that your social
group reaches out of the confines of your club. For one
reason, you will become stagnated by the end of your
sophomore year, and the second reason, you'll miss out
on some great p~ple .
Well, I apologize for my semi-serious tone this week.
I had an experience this week that compelled me to write
this though. Please don't let clubs come between
friendships.
It is dead wrong.

4~
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Friday, Oct. 7
SA Movie: Funny Farm
Times 'T BA

PIedJdn«
Acacfemy football
7:30 p.m.

~onday,

Saturday,
Oct. 8

Sunday,
Oct. ,9

Bisons vs. Ark. Tech Univ.
at Russellville, Ark., 7 p.m.
Pledges rest
Short Circuit I at 7: 30 p.m. I
Short Circuit II at 9 p.m.

Morning Worship Services
College Church: 8: 15 and
10:30
Downtown Church: 8: 15 ,
and 10:30
Cloverdale Church: 9: 00
Westside Church: 10:00

, Oct. 10
I Chapel -

Wellness Week
Outreach
Fellowship
meeting in Olen Hendrix
reception room at 6:06 p.m.

Tuesday,
Oct. 11
Chapel - Wellness Week ,
program
TV-19 programming: Big
D TV, s~rts, news, and
Crystal tevens show

Chapel - Wellness Week
program
College ChUl'Cb services,
5:3() at Administration
Auditorium and at ~.m.
a't College Church, ible
studies a t members'
homes

Bennett ...

William Bennett, who has served as
secretary of education since 1985, reIin- '
quished his position almost two weeks ago
to "further pursue interests in public a[).d
private sectors of education." He has been
called "the best of the Reagan appointments." He received his B.A. in Philosophy
from Williams College in Massachusetts,
and his Ph.D. in Philosophy from the Uirlversity of Texas.
Bennett's focus on education, while
secretary of education, has been in three
areas. He says our public schools must concentrate on the content of material,
character-building, and choice of schools by
parents. Bennett says students should have
four years of English and three years of
math, social sciences and pure science. He
emphasized that "parents should be given

Highlines ...

a greater say in -the education of 'their
children at all levels. Finally, Bennett adds
that "values of the mind and values of the
soul are very interrelated."
In conducting his research on the nation's
educational system, Bennett visited 105
secondary and elementary schools across
the United States and taught classes in the
third, seventh and eighth grades.
Bennett expressed a real concern for
education to all those present at the
American Institute Lecture Series on Sept.
29. Amid his twenty-minute talk, seasoned
with anecdotes and a dry wit, Bennett
stressed the need for reform. He said, "The
most impo~t reason to improve education
is so that we may deliver the American
dream - the dream of equal opportunity."

Register
to
vote

(continued from page 1)

Cloudy with a chance of rain today.
Should be warmer Saturday through
Monday. Highs from the mid-50s to
mid-70s and lows in 40s and SOs.

White County Books
close for registering
Tuesday, Oct. 20

Campus movies this week: see page 16
Check Campus Calendar for details
on other activities.

PUTUS TO THE TEST.
SSAT • PSAT • SAT· ACHIEVEMENTS· ACT· LSAT •
GMAT • GRE • MCAT • DAT • GRE PSYCH· GRE BIO
• OAT· TOEFL· NMB • NDB • NCLEX-RN • MSKP •
FMGEMS • FLEX· CGFNS • ePA· BAR EXAM· NTE
If you have to take one of these tests. take Kaplan first.
Our students get the highest scores. We've proven it to over
one million students. ,Let us prove it to you.

r.il

I

1~!J!I'~ii!~J,~..l

10201 W. Markham Street

i Stanley H.

HATS

CLOTHING • BOOTS. HATS

(continued from page 1)

Suite 210

Kaplan Ed. Ctr.

Little Rock, AR 72205
(501) 224-1060

3rd Anniversary Sale

~~,

~A~1

f~/J:I

• Boots on Sale
• Glacier washed Lee® jeans for men, women and children on sale
"Come _ us for all your Western needs"
Billy A. Davis
Town & Country Plaza
Bus. 268-6673 • Res. 724-5724
213 N. Poplar • Searcy, AR 72143
STORE HOURS: 10 A.M.- 9 P.M.
Mon.-Sat.

~~
ANNIVERSARY SALE
3rd year in Town & Country Plaza
and 30th year in business
Fall and winter sport coats & suits
One group of men's long sleeve
dress shirts
-One group of cotton sweaters
reg.$35.00 I
now $19.95
- Dexter "Lenox" wingtip dress shoes reg. $66.50
Black or Burg.undy now $49.95

-.20% OFF -50% OFF -

Thursday. Friday and Saturday Only

Town & Country Plaza
Shopping Center
Searcy

• c

Lily Pool devotional at 9
p.m.
Stuart and Lori illusionists
8 tm. in the Benson
Au 'torium
Worksho~ time to be
, announceO
'
Chapel - Wellness Week program

i)~ WESTERN WEAR. INC.
CLOTHING . BOOTS .

"

Augusta,

Wednesday, Thursday,
iOct.12
Oct. 13

I

From the Top

\'S.

.

Open 10 a.m.-9 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.
268-2858

i
i

~
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De,p a rtll1e'n ts

Placement Office
to host interviews
with employers
by Jennifer R. Terry

Placement office will be hosting in-ho~e
interviews with over 20 employers and
graduate schools during the fall semester.
Durward McGaha, director of career
planning and placement services and
assistant to the vice president' for educational service, is pleased with this year's expanded in-house interviewing program. He
stated, "In the past we have had companies
and schools come, but never this many. I
think this is a great opportunity for our
students."
The schools that will be coming are:
UALR School of Law, Texas A & M Graduate
School, and Cleveland Chiropractic College.
The list of prospective employers includes: Murphy Oil Company, Electronic
Data Systems, U.S. Marine Corps, Peat Marwick & Main, Kroger Pennzoil, Ernst &
Whinney, Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, Wal-Mact, Arthur Anderson, Arthur Young, Brookshire Grocery,
Memphis City Schools, and Fisher-Camuto.
In addition to the scheduled in-house interviews there will be career days for
students interested in nursing or government jobs.
Th arrange for an interview or more information, contact the Placement Office at ext.
454.

.

Special event starts! Monday

Wellness Week to stress relationships
Wellness Week enters its second year at
Harding University Oct. 10-14. This year's
theme is "Lifetime Relationships: Friends,
Fellowship, and Family."
Wiillness Week premiered last y~ as
part of President David Burks' emphasi$ on
the " total pers(lD." The program tries to
strengthen students' faith, academics, and
health. Its entire purpose is to help students
become well-balanced individuals.
Helping organize Wellness Week were the
counseling center, home economics department, campus ministry, Bible department,
staff members, Jerome Barnes, and
chairperson, Joni Mackey. But the students'
level of participation determines its success.
Mackey said, "As Christians, 'friends,
fellowship, and family' should be of paramount importance to us. We would like the
students to use this week as a springboard

Harding enrollment peeked at 3,204
this semester - an all-time record for
the University. Represented in that
number are students from 48 states
and 25 foreign countries.

..

for setting the atmosphere for the rest of the
year."
Here is the schedule for Wellness Week:
Monday,
Oct. 10

Button Day - Students and
faculty wear buttons emphasizing Wellness Week.
Computer Dating Services gives students the chance to
meet someone new.
Personality Type Inventory
- find out what really makes
you tick!
Transfer Students Bowling
Mixer"':"" allows these students
to meet each other.
Tuesday,
Computer Dating Services
continues.
Oct. 11
Wednesday, International Students Open
House - the students are enOct. 12

Computer Dating Activities
6:00 p.m.-9:oo p.m.
Choose one or more
For the ATHLETIC:
1. Mixed volleyball game Old Gym
(if enough interest)
2. Ping-pong
Old Gym
For the HUNGRY:
3. Special treats for
Grill

-~

Z
2912 Hawkins, Searcy. AR 72143,268-2239

PRO
BASEBALL
,
THE PRO™

couples (use
declining balance)
For the ROMANTIC:
4. Buggy Rides

.1

American
Heritage
Drive

Lady Bison Volleyball
TONIGHT AT HOME against
Arkansas Tech Univ.

Would You
Like to

Store hours
Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30
Sat. 9-5

.

• Teams in stock:
Mets
Angels
Twins

Reds
Royals
Braves

Cards
Yankees
Red Sox

Cubs
Tigers
(Home & Away)

Try Sending
A Rose!
- WE DELIVER -

Corner Gift Shop
on campus

I

couraged to wear their native
dress.
Thursday,
Computer Dating ActiviOct. 13
ties - gives the matched
students some planned dates.
Friday,
Couples Only Dinner - This
Oct. 14
special night gives stUdents
the opportunity to take out
that special someone to
American Heritage Cafeteria
There will be special programs in chapel
all week with the theme "Friends,
Fellowship, and Family." Social clubs have
also been asked to join the action by entertaining other clubs with joint activities such
as devotionals, games, and refreshment
times. The faculty will wear buttons proclaiming Wellness Week. They have also
been asked to do activities in class which
promote fellowship.

Alpha Chi Inducts 43

For the YOUNG AT HEART:
5. Cartoon Carnival
American
Heritage
Auditorium
For the SENTIMENTAL:
6. Pictures for souvenirs Student
$1.50 each
Center
Lobby
For the COMPETITIVE:
7. Board Games
Student
Center
Lobby
For the HARD TO PLEASE:
8. Slow walk around campus and
Harding Drive

,. 100% Fitted Wool
• Double stitched with
direct embroidered team
logo... as worn by
the pro teams
• Available in sizes 63,4 - 7%

'.

5

927 E. Market

Alpha Chi is not a social club.
It is an organization of students at Harding which has been brought together
because of their uncommon academ'(
achievement.
Harding's group of students who have attained a 3.75 grade point average after 8,
hours and 3.55 after 104 hours form tpc
Arkansa.s ETA chapter of Alpha Chi. Forty
three new members were inducted into thf
chapter Sunday afternoon in a ceremon;conducted by Don England, Ph.D, director
of Harding's Chapter.
Arkansas Eta (Harding's student Alpha
Chi chapter) is one of the most active
chapters in the nation. Its participation is
in the form of service to the campus and attendance at regional and national conventions of Alpha .Chi chapters around the nation. For example, the ETA chapter sponsors
awards for the College Bowl competition at
Harding. The group also provides awards for
An Evening of Scholarship in the spring
semester.
England gives two reasons why students
benefit from being associated with Alpha
Chi. "It is gener~Uy recognized as one of
America's best academic societies. It is advantageous to be associated with it.
"But in addition, one of the finest advantages is participating in regional and national conventions for Alpha Chi. There, the
students present scholarly papers, art work,
and original poetry, not to compete with
others, but to let the students see they are
pact of a community of competent students,
and their work is comparable with the work
of that society."
The national convention will be April 6-8
in New Orleans, La. All ETA chapter
members are eligible to attend and present
their work.
Here are the officers for the 1988-89
academic year: Jeff Jewell - president,
Andy Olree - vice president, Tanya Boatright
- treasurer, Susan Holt - secretary, Maria
Reynolds - representative for the ETA
chapter to the national organization.
Larry Long, Ph.D., and Dennis Organ,
Ph.D., were elected by the student group as
faculty sponsors for the chapter. They helped
conduct the ceremony Sunday. Neale Pryor,
Ph.D., Patricia Barrett, B.A., and Arthur
Shearin, Ph.D., are appointed assistants to
the director.

(,
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Pied Piper
theater troupe
aims act at kids
A new group has been formed at Harding
that gives ten students a chance to reach out
to children through theater. The Pied Pipers
is an improvisational theater troupe that
does theater for children. The Pipers perform shows including stories, and songs aimed at children. No two Pied Pipers shows are
alike because the troupe is improvisational
and different combinations of stories and
songs are used.
The Harding Pied Pipers were selected
through interviews and auditions. The ten
students chosen to be Pipers are Robyn
Counts, Duane Jones, Heather Ledford, Ann
Loftis, Christy Myers, Sheila Parsley, Elise
Robinson, Cynthia Sudana, Eric Swensen,
and Marisa Thomas.
What qualities make a person a good Pied
Piper? A love for children is the most important . quality according to Andy
Kronenwetter, director of the troupe.
Kronenwetter is a graduate assistant in the
Communications department as well as
director of the Pied Pipers. Before coming
to Harding, Kronenwetter directed the Pied
Pipers troupe at Ohio Valley College in
Parkersburg, W. Va. Sharon Jordan, a
transfer from Ohio Valley College, is serving as assistant director.
What do the Pied Pipers want to communicate through their shows? Kronenwetter said the purpose of Pied Pipers is "to
share a message with the children that's
positive, lhal's run, and that makes lhem.
. reel good about thetnSclves." TbePipers also
tty to lel each child Imow that he is importa nl Tbey do this through the shows and by
meeting and talking with the children in the
audience before each show. This positive
message sets the Pied Pipers' shows apart
from other forms of children'S
entertainment.
Kronenwetter said that one of the most
satisfying benefits of working with Pipers
is "the response of children; to see the
smiles and the children that want to hug
you."
by Elise Robinson

Inside Harding
A closer look at the lives of Harding students and faculty
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RALLY BAGGERS at last Saturday'S home football game helped the Bisons "bag" a victory.
(Photo by Dave Reece, Bison photo editor)

Next Week's Bison
Band feature
More club/intramural sports
News from presidential
campaigns
More sports including:
baseball, playoff action,
Bison sports week, and
Mike Allen's Sports Scope.

If you find yourself craving a Stromboli:
I-

Graduates often return for degree;
HU offers 3 Master's programs
by Kristin Webb
Bison staff writer

Harding graduates who decide to get a
Master's degree must make an important
choice, "Where should I go to get a
Master's?" Harding has three Master programs: Master of Education, Master of
Science in Accounting and a Master of
Science in Education. There is also a Harding Graduate School of Religion in Memphis,
Tenn.
Steve Beliech, who holds a Master of
Science in Accounting, discussed the process
he went through to choose Harding's
Master's program. After narrowing his
choice to a MSA instead of a MBA, Beliech
was left with a choice between three schools,
University of Central Arkansas, Florida
State or Harding University. All three
schools offered excellent programs and all
three gave great financial assistance. What
tipped the scales to the Harding side was,
"a feeling of security," said Beliech.
Since he graduated in 1980, Beliech was
somewhat apprehensive of returning to
school at age 28 to get his Masters. He was
quite comfortable with the campus, faculty, and students after being around the cam..... ·•
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pus for several years while doing
undergraduate work. Though Harding's program is only four years old, Beliech found
it easy to land an interview with a top bank
in West Palm Beach, Fla. after sending
them a brochure of the School of Business
along with his resume. Beliech is now
preparing to take his GRE in November to
become a Certified Public Accountant.
"Harding's wonderful environment," was
the main reason Shannon Ayres chose Harding as the place to get his Master of Education for elementary administration. "I've
made friends here that I wouldn't trade for
the world," said Ayers. Compared to other
university locations, Ayers said Searcy is the
ideal place because the cost of living is so
low. Through the Assistantship program,
Ayers' full tuition has been paid. His main
reason for returning to Harding to do
graduate studies was the people. "The faculty really does care," said Ayers. This really
means a lot to a graduate student since
grading is totally subjective," said Ayers.
Harding's Mas1er programs offer
Assistantships which enable graduate
students to work for the school while in
~<:h_~ol _to J~~Y_ ~o~_t~!t.i?1} ~~~!l~~~. __...... .
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At the Cafeteria:
Student Birthday Party - 10/11
World Series Special - 10/13
Super Sundaes Saturday - 10/15
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New dorlll construction begins; to be a 'copy' of Harbin
as planned.
Two of the five men's dorms have community bathrooms. The other three have
bathrooms ~tween two romns~ or they have
private baths. The new dorm will even up the
score. It will have community baths in order
to save money.
Ryan explained that the school will use the
plans used for Harbin and modify them
rather than having new plans drawn.
Bruce Anderson was the architect for the
construction of Harbin. By using his plans
the school will save over $120,000.
What about the oak trees?
Three large oak trees have adorned the lot
where the old rock houses have stood. There

has been some question as to whether the
trees will come down in the course of the
construction. Ryan says no. In fact, the
layout of the dorm and parking lot, which
will facilitate over 100 cars, was changed in
order that the trees could stay. "The layout
was to preserve the trees," Ryan said
Wednesday.
What is going on now?
Crews are digging piers for the foundation.
Next week the grade beams (footing ) are
planned to be poured. Construction will plug
on throughout the winter as weather allows.
"We are going to work as hard as possible
to finish before the August 1989 target date,"
said Ryan.

A EIRM FOUNDATION for Harding's new dorm is made by drilling holes
and pouring concrete in them to form piers. The steel reinforced piers will
support the three story dorm which h as the same floor plan as ;Harbin. It
is scheduled to be completed August 1989.
(Phofo by ~ R.oece, II.f5nn photo edlfoi)

..
by Greg Taylor
Bi son editor

.

It Is not as easy as m aking a car~n copy.
But the newest a ddition 10 the' Harding
campus will be a new dormitory fashioned
in the mold of Harbio Hall. It is a carbon
copy that will cost more than five cents. The
dorm is projected to cost $2 million. Funds
from the Mabee challenge will help pay for
it. Construction has begun on the new dorm
between Harbin and where the old rock
houses stood across Blakeney Street from
Armstrong Hall.
Bill Ryan, Physical Plant Engineer at
Harding, says the new dorm will look like
Harbin on the outside, but will be position-
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ed in a different direction from Harbin, forming a type of quadrangle with Harbin.
What will the dorm look like?
"The new dorm will be a carbon copy of
Harbin. There will be a few less rooms,
because we will provide accommodations
for handicapped students .
Harbin houses 210 occupants and the new
dorm, by comparison, will hold 206.
The new dorm will look the same on the
outside as Harbin, but it will have a different
look inside," says Ryan. "The inside will be
carpeted and will be pre-wired for computers and television." Men living in the
dorm, which is scheduled to be finished
August 1, 1989, may also have a kitchen to
cook in if ,?onstruction of the interior goes
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• Cable TV
Exercise Room
• Gift Shop
• Indoor/Outdoor Swimming Pool
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• Jacuzzi Suites

3204 E. Race St., Searcy
(SOn 268-0654
Please call for reservations

HELP WANTED
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IIAFFORDABLE EXCELLENCE II
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• Jacuzzi

CHECKING THE BLUEPRINT: Work crews have begun to pour concrete
in the drilled holes at the sight of the new dorm between Harbin and Blakeney
street. The footing will be poured next week for the new dorm.

Immediate Openings for Men
and Women. $11,000 to
$60,000. Construction, Manufacturing, Secretarial Work, Nurses,
Engineering, Sales. Hundreds of
Jobs Listed.
CALL NOW! 206-736-7000,
Ext. 123A.
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to Harding Laundry & Cleaners
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E. Park Ave.

268-3979

CRUISE SHIPS
Now Hiring Men and Women •
Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent Poy Plus
World Travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,
Caribbean, Etc. CALL NOW!
206-726-7000, Ext. 123C.
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• Switching Channels
:
• She's Hoving a Baby
:
Be.tweeen Searcy Medical center
'
and Suzuki Shop
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TOWARDS PURCHASE OF A

16 ounce or Iarger

BLIZZARD®
Flavor Treat
THE THUNDERING HERD: Harding's marching band entertains the crowd
of over 3,000 at last Saturday'S Bison football game.
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(Photo by Dave Reece, Bison photo editor)

limit 1 per coupon and 1 coupon per customer. This coupon
"
not redeemable with any other coupon offer and redeemable
only on items selling at regular price. Good only at store listed \~~
on back and only if not removed from book before redemp- '
tion. This offer void in any state or locolity prohibiting or
regulating thes~ coupons. Consumer must pay any sales tax
included. Any other application of this coupon constitutes
fraud. See back cover for expiration dote.
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Northeast/Southeast Campaigns
to recruit HU students to help
by Greg Taylor
Bison editor

Two-thirds of the members of Northfield
N.J. Church of Christ are people who hav~
been won to Christ through Campaigns
Northeast/Southeast.
Since 1964, students from six Christian colleges, including Harding, have traveled to
Northeastern and Southeastern cities of the
United States to help spread the gospel of
Christ during the summer. They have succeeded. In the 23 years of the program, over
3,000 persons have been brought to Christ in
baptism.
This summer 124 students from Harding,
David Lipscomb, Oklahoma Christian
Freed-Hardemon, Northeastern Christian'
and Crowley's Ridge Junior College wili
make the trek. The group begins its work
May 11, 1989 in a one-day training and orientation session at the Sylvan Hills Church of
Christ in Little Rock. From there the group
goes to several cities in states like Pennsylvania, New York, and Ohio.
Owen D. Olbricht directs the crew. Two or
three times a year he leaves his home in
Northfield, N.J. to visit and recruit campaigners at the Christian college campuses.
He was here last week and spoke in chapel
to promote the mission team. He interviewed interested students this week. Olbricht
has noticed college students gaining a sense
of direction after working with Campaigns
Northeast/Southeast.
"What I've noticed is that some workers
aren't sure what they'll do In their lives
before going on the campaign. But the influence of this work has bleped solidify plans
of some of the workers towards mission
work."
Many Harding students have gone on to do
mission work after campaigning
Several Harding students have gone to
foreign countries and domestic mission
fields after working with Campaigns
Northeast/Southeast.
A few former workers are in South
America, while one is in France. Others are

Bisons Football

Arkansas Tech University at
Russellvjl,le, Ark., 7 p.m.

working in the regions of the Northeast and
Southeast where the campaigning is being
done.
The outreach by the students is also
towards getting young people the group
meets to attend Christian schools. The
groups have influenced some to come to
Harding.
How is the Word spread?
Door knocking is done in each city visited.
But depending on the ones contacted who
are interested in studying the Bible, the
group may only knock doors for two or three
days, asking community members to attend
a special church meeting and to study the
Bible in neighborhood groups or
individiually.
This year's group will go to Albany, N.Y.
May 14 for two weeks; then on to Staton
Island, N.Y. and West Chester, Pa. for three
weeks; Rochester, N.Y. and Lancaster, Pa.
for three weeks; and finally to Lithia
Springs, Ga. and Carrollton, Ohio for just
more than two weeks.
The entire time is from May I-July 27.
Mter knocking doors, the group conducts
home Bible studies and helps local congregations teach contacts about the Bible.
They also help teach children in Bible
classes, speak in devotionals, host special
"Community youth Night" activities, and
participate in skits to teach about the Bible.
How much does it cost?
Zero. A Northeast/Southeast Campaigner
need not raise any funds for the summer.
Food. housing and travel expense will be
provided. One can, however, raise money for
schooling or the next year.
Who to contact for more information
. The campus leader for this year's group
IS Amy Jordon. The faculty sponsor is Don
Yates. Jordon went on the campaign last
year and is helping Olbricht organize the
group on the Harding campus. Her phone
number is 279-1475.
Olbricht can be contacted at 525 Pincus
Ave., Northfield, N.J. 08225.

Cross Country

NOTRE DAME INVITATIONAL
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Harding faculty prepares groups for overseas missions
by Susan Arnette
Bison assistant ed itor

It's that time of year again. You'll hear
about it in chapel, in your Bible classes and
from other students. You've already heard
passing comments about it: "When I was on
campaigns this summer...." And you wonder
what it would be like. You wonder how you
can be involved.
International campaigns has a ten year
tradition at Harding University. Under the
direction of Don Shackelford, approximately
80 students each year take advantage of the
summer months to "go into all the world and
preach the Gospel." Actually, students go to
Brisbane and Sydney, Australia, Scotland,
England, and Italy.
Although campaigns can be expensive and
require about six weeks out of the summer,
the students who go say they couldn't have
spent theIr time in a better way.
Rusty McAlister, a senior from
Elizabethtown, Ky., says, "It gave me a better idea of how much the Word was needed.
I never knew churches were needed in such
a bad way. There were 50 churches in all of
Scotland - and they were small ones, at
that."
. Lynette Kuehn, a sophomore from Kaufman, Tex., went on German World campaigns (no longer a part of International
Campaigns) this past summer. Her favorite
country was Switzerland. She says of her eXperience, "I came to realize that there's
other Christians out there who feel the same
as you. It also seemed like the Europeans
were searching a lot more than Americans
are."
Tom Eddins of the Bible department says
that campaigns really accomplish three
things. "They provide an evangelistic
outreach to the community for the local
church, they help to strengthen the existing
congregation by showing the people that we
care, and they are a value to the campaigner
him/herself. Campaigners come back better people for having participated."
Eddins has been on campaigns once to
England and five times to Australia. He says
that through campaigns, he hopes young
people who have grown up in the Bible Belt

nob Corbin, a Harding physical education instructor, talks to Angie Britton and Doug Black in the student center.
Each summer, Corbin conducts a group of Harding students to a six-week campaign in Italy.
(Ph o to by Greg Taylor )
of America can have a greater understanding of the work of missionaries.
Bob Corbin, physical education professor,
has been on Italian campaigns three times
and to England and Scotland once. He says,
"Working with the American missionaries
has had a ·big impact on my life. They are
some of the hardest working people I've ever
been around. Their untiring dedication
should spur us on."
Harding's International campaigns have
certainly had their impact on this world.
This year, 85 to 90 students are signed up to
go to the various churches in this world. Dr.
Shackelford said that this year is the first
time he has had to limit the number of

groups going to 12 ; the response to campaigns has been so overwhelming. In
September, campaigners began raising
money for the summer.
Campaigns run anywhere from $1,400 to
$1,900 this year, depending on where you go.
Obviously, Australia is the most expensive.
Most students raise the money by sending
out a letter to family, friends, and congregations, asking for donations. Because of
limited space, the first 90 to have their $400
into Dr. Shackelford will go next summer.
Students and campaign sponsors stay in
church members' houses in the various
cities. Eddins explains, "Congregations invite us to come and we work under them."

Som~ students f~ar the language barrier
on vanous campaIgns may present a problem to them. Corbin says that in most of
the 24 Italian cities he has been to have had
English-speaking members or an American
missionary. ~embers of the Italian and German campaIgns are also exposed to the
language before they go over. "The language
doesn't seem to be a problem,!' says Corbin,
"since we act as the arms and legs for the
missionaries."
If international campaigns sounds like
something that might interest you, talk to
a former campaigner. Then talk to Dr.
Shackelford at Ext. 448. You may find
yourself on your way to another country to
share the Gospel next summer.

Northwest targeted for mission work each summer
by Greg Taylor
Bison edito r

You don't have to go to Africa or Europe
to campaign for Christ.
There are two major groups of campaigners which take Harding students to the
Northwest and the Northeast and Southwest
United States to do mission work for the
LOrd.
Campai~ns Northwest is a summer mis-

·'

knock doors, set up Bible studies mission.
Instead, teams of 2-6 students involve
themselves in the work of a particular
church for the entire summer. They are in
a type of summer interpship program which
allows them to feel and see the needs of a
congregation, and then work to help the
church fill those needs.
The student workers spend 10 weeks in a
town, involving themselves and the com-

...
sion effort designed to help Churches of
Christ in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming and parts of other states to
the South of these. Since 1975, over 250 Christian college students have worked with mission teams in these areas.
Campaigns Northwest is not a typical

.

munity in several ministries. Youth ministry

has always been a key for the groups. Here
is what Some of last summer's interns sald
about Campaigns Northwest and how it has
brought them and those they contacted
closer to Christ.
" I have lear:ned that God can really use

me in his ministry."
"I've learned that I can share Christ."
"I learned twice as much about ministry
this summer as I did in the last two and a
half years."
I've learned new ways of reaching people
in the community."
The summer spent in service to the wrd
in the Northwest has changed some of the
workers' lives. "I learned a new sense of
direction of where my life was going," said
one student. Another told of an experience
"when one of the ~irls I ~as working with
was baptized. r think heaDy realized the
great power of the Word."
Why the Northwest is targeted
for extra help
First, because there are more than 12
million people but only 350 Churches of
Christ in the area where the work is done,
tne Northwest js a prime region for
evangelism.
The second reason the Northwest has been
given special consideration for mission work
by the director of the program, Mark
McLean, is because many of these congregations are small and isolated from
sister congregations. The work of the
students offers strength and encouragement
to those groups.
McLean is from North Bend, Ore.. and
directs the program with the help of Obert
Henderson of Hood Riva; Ore. McLean
visited the Harding campus in September

~

to recruit workers for the summer program.
The Downtown Church of Chrisl supports
the missioDefforts of the program. and has
assigned Ross Cochran, a Bible instructor
at Harding, as tlIe Hardi.ng University facul·
ty sponsor. His role in the Campaign program is to encourage H.arding students to
join over 20 other college stude.n ts (some
from other Christian colleges) in the won .
Cochran went wIth the group last Summer.
For more information about the campaigns, contact Ross Cochran at Ext. 456.
Northwest campaigners job is
multi·faceted
The goal of the campaign is for the team
to become involved in the ongoing life and
work of the congregations where they are
working. There are a number of activities
the group can minister in: teaching Bible
classes, preaching, vacation Bible school,
following up on contacts, bus ministry, nursing home ministry, youth work, door knocking, counseling at camps, teaching home Bible studies, visiting shut-ins, and other needs
the community in the areas have.
How much does it cost?
Workers are asked to raise or contribute
$250 to the general working fund to cover the
cost of transportation, preparation camp,
and other expenses. The students are not
paid for their work, but they may raise a
maximum of $3,000 for the next year's college expenses. . ..... . . . ...
.
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Just fiddling around

Todd Cook saws his way to Arkansas Fiddling title
by Virgil Walker

have to enjoy what you are doing in order
to do it well."
Todd is getting -ready to perform in the
Tulsa State Fair in Oklahoma Saturday,
Oct. 8. He plans to direct his efforts towards
the National competition which will be held
October 28-30.
When asked if he thought of continuing his
efforts for a career, he said, "No! This
business is too unstable, it's just a hobby for
me."
As advice to others he said, "Start with
the basics of playing the violin."
He also has a tape that he has made; it
is called Passing Time.

Bison staff

Todd Cook, a Harding student from
Russellville, Arkansas, won the Arkansas
State Fiddle Championship.
Todd is a freshman at Harding and he
seems to be handling his new found fame
well. He has played his fiddle on request in
Neale Pryor's New Testament Bible class.
Todd has attempted this title three times,
first attaining fourth and then third place.
The Fiddle or Violin?

When asked what the difference between
a fiddle and a violin was Todd said, "the difference is in style of music. The violin is used to play classical music. The fiddle is the
same instrument, but it is used to play more
entertaining, upbeat music."
Todd acquired his talent through his practice with a friend from his church. He
started taking interest in this music style in
the sixth grade.
Moving on to higher competition
His reason for continuing his efforts for
contests- was just the pure enjoyment of th(
music and it's style. Todd explained, "you

Todd Cook, from Russellville,
Ark., is the Arkansas Fiddling
champion for 1988. The Harding
student will go on to compete
nationally Oct. 28-30.
(Photo courtesy of Searcy Daily Citizen)
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by Mike Allen
Bison sports editor
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Playoff and World Series action heats up
in Major League Baseball, and the Harding
campus is divided.
Some students support National League
action which excites the baseball purist.
Others favor the American League which excites only those who do not know better.
The battle lines are drawn.
To open, a look should be taken at the
average American League athlete. He
stands six feet from the ground and spreads
44 inches around the waist. From season to
season, he somehow survives spring training to begin his 162-game journey toward the
pennant.
He huffs in May. He puffs in June. In July, 'he just about quits breathing all together.
He turns a few choice plays and gets a
handful of hits, but on most occasions his
play is pitiful.
Certainly, he possesses all of the abilities
needed by a good church league softballer.
But what makes this guy so special? How
can he get away with a .234 batting average
at the end of every summer?
He hits the home run, the big dinger. Yes,
that is his sole redeeming quality.
Now, the attention should be shifted to the
National League athlete. He also stands six
feet from the ground, but displays a trim
waist and sharply formed muscles. This
man actually appears fit, breezing through
early season workouts.
He glides through the regular season.
Diving catches are a part of his routine.
Singles are stretched into doubles and
doubles become triples. Bases are stolen.
The action tarries not.
In the midst of the season, he competes
in the all-star game and wins. The National
League periodically triumphs. Well, almost
always they triumph.
Forget the World Series. Were it not for the
Yankees, the American League would be
nullity.
Next in order, all humanity knows that a
baseball team competes with nine players.
In the American League, a line-up contains
nine players plus a designated hitter. Hence,
this league violates a most basic tenant of
America's beloved pastime.
This violation does give baseball's extinguished athletes an opportunity to hit.
They cannot manipulate a glove, but they
still possess lifting and swinging skills. They
~re on~ensional players struggling in a
two-dimensional sport.
More seriously, though, the designated hitter rule saps the lifeblood of the game, the
strategy. American league managers rarely face a ploch-hit or player-switch decision.
This choice to substitute, or not to substitute,
helps to build tension for critical points in
a contest. This choice can be discovered only
in the National League.
Accordingly, with better athletes playing
by the purest rules, National League games
prove more exciting. More enthusiasts enjoy the fast action. In fact, over 3 million
watched the Cardinals compete in St. Louis
last season. American League totals did not
compare.
Why do the fans come out?
For starters, National League team
defense is superb. Only here does one find
the renowned double play combinations, outfielders that cut off the gapper and catchers
thwarting the wild pitch. In contrast,
American League defense could be
characterized best as comical. To highlight
this point, one need only view ESPN each

,
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Bisons use Rangers as fuel for Ale fire
by Mike Allen
Bison 5POf1> editor

A Harding Bison offense that spit, sputtered and died a week ago, roared back to .
life last Saturday with a 27-14 victory ovp.r
Northwestern Oklahoma State.
In this game, the Bisons didn't wait long
to post numbers on the scoreboard. On their
initial drive, running backs Anthony I.Dwery
and Chris Hill did most of the leg work, mov-

i

ing the ball f11 yards down the gridiron for
a quick six points. Pete Daniell kicked his
fIrst of three PATs on the night.
Daniell added a Z1 yard field goal in the
second quarter to give Harding a 1(H) lead.
A Bison defense tbat never budged in the
first half, held Northwestern to only eight
yards in the fIrst quarter. Linebacker John
Spann and defensive tackle Bubba Alsup
Pounced on two fumbles in the opening

period.
Northwestern's sole opportunity to score
in the half came with 15 seconds left on a 42
yard field goal attempt. Defensive back Eric
Cook broke through the Ranger line, though,
to block the kick.
In the second half the game became a true
contest.
Three minutes into the third period,
quart.el'back Thad Dilbeck led Ncrtbwestem
to paydirt for the fIrst time. During the 81
yard drive, Dilbeck passed and scrambled
for 59 yards and kepton the option for a short
yardage t.ou.chdown run.
Harding quarterback Greg Cox immediately answered with possibly his best
series of the season. Cox compl~t.ed three of
four passes. 'tWo bullets hit wide receiver
Mike Alexander for 15 and 19 yards and, on
the big play of the drive, I.Dwery took in a
SCl'eeD pass for a S2 yard scamper down the
sideline.
Northwestern narrowed the score to three
again at 17-14, but the Bison defense would
allow no more.
Harding capitalized twice in the fourth
quarter. Following another fumble recovery
to Spann, Cox found Alexander in the endzone from four yards out. Daniell nailed a
47 yard field goal with 3: 45 remaining to ice
the game.

Bisons at Ark. Tech

Running back Anthony Lowery shoots through a hole to pick up yardage in Harding's 27-14 victory over Northwestern Oklahoma Rangers
Saturday night.

The Bisons open their conference schedule
in RaIsseIlville tomorrow night (7:00 p.m')
against the Arkansas Thch University
Wonder Boys. A team that finisbed last in
the AIC in 1987, Tech is much improved this
fall under third-year bead coach Ken
StephenS. The Wonder Boys return 10
starters from last season's squad.

Lady Bisons up record; to host Ark. Tech tonight
The Lady Bisons got it together for a successful 8-2 week on the road.
Last weekend the Harding volleyball team
played in three individual games and the
UCA tournament. The results came out to
eight wins and,only two losses. This raises
Harding's record to 17-U overall.
Mter an exhausting three out of four days
on the road, the Lady Bisons went into the

Sports Scope continued
evening for Bo Jackson's latest boot.
The National LeagUe also provides worthy
pitching duels. Most games are settled by
one or two runs scor-ed in the late ihnings,
while American League contests are many
times concluded before they truly begin.
Sure, the American League produces a large
volume of runs, but where is the drama?
Combined defense and pitching yield a
tight ballgame. National League boxscores
read 3-2, 5-3 or 6-5. American League notes
resemble football scores 13-8, 15~ or 21-10.
To this extent, one beholds the National
League reigning superior to its American
League counterpart. National League
athletes, Vince Coleman, Juan Samuel and
Eric Davis, are molded young and fast.
American Leaguers, Steve Balboni, Andre
Thornton and John Grubb, are slugs.
No designated hitter rule exists to sour the
National League. Strategy becomes vital.
Games promote stimulation.
Defense and pitching encourage the fans
to stay awake.

University of Central Arkansas Tournament
with two wins and a loss. Harding finished
the tournament at 6-1, the one loss was to
homecourt favorite, UCA.
Junior Kelly Willingham, a starter for the
Bisons, was named All-Tournament MVP.

Team Captain, Oneta Gardner gives credit
to the entire team saying, "We played
together and played our best game. We'll be
hard to beat if we keep it up."
Tonight the Lady Bisons play here in a
conference match against Arkansas Tech
by Greg Petree
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Cross Country
by Ed Williams
Bison sports writer

Harding's men's and women's cross country teams continued to enjoy considerable
success as they traveled to the University
of Missouri-Rolla Invitational last Saturday.
The men's team placed third out of a field
of 17 NCAA division-two and three schools.
The Bisons were led by Jon Murray who
placed second and Marty Koonce who finished 16th. Murray ran an extremely good
race, according to Head Coach Ted Lloyd.
The Uidy Bisons came in a close second

in a field of 15 other schools, coming up just
short of Northeast Missouri. The women's
team was led by Cheryl Bednosky and
Melynda Davis who placed second and
third, respectively.
Coach Lloyd is pleased with the team
outlook at this point in the year. This meet
showed him where the teams are going and
what needs to be done as the squads head
toward their goal of another AIC
championship.

....

'.
Bison receiver Mike Alexander heads down field after catching a pass, but
a Northwest Oklahoma defender waits for him in last Saturday's home game.

Hunting seasons begin

Fall primes Arkansas' best game
by Ed Williams
Bison sports writer

With fall weather just ahead many people
are getting the fever to head to the outdoors. ,
Luckily, there are many places to hunt and
fish in the Searcy area, but {or newcomers
it may be difficult to isolate a place they
would like to go hunting.
Fishermen have many opportunities in
this region of the state. The Little Red River
offers a wide variety of fishing options.
From the dam at Greers Ferry Uike down
to Pangburn is a great place to fish for rainbow trout. It is fairly 'easy to .catch the sixfish limit by either wading or fishing from
a boat. The Little Red also passes along the
outskirts of Searcy. This portion of the river
has good fishing for bream, white bass,
black bass, and catfish.
If fishing the river is not your bag there
are many ponds and small lakes within a
short drive of Searcy. Two of these that have
been productive are Uike Barnett near
Floyd and the pond at the Wyldewood retreat
center. Also many farm ponds hold a good
number of fish, but be sure to ask permission to fish before going on someone else's ,
property. In addition to keeping yourself out i
of trouble the owner may be able to suggest
what will work best in certain pond.

a

For those who enjoy hunting, Hurricane
Uike Wildlife Management Area offers very
good hunting for small game. The area is
closed to deer hunting unless the hunter has
a special permit Most farms around Searcy have good hunting and many farmers
allow hunting on their land. It is very important to ask permission to hunt before going
on another's land; trespassers are dealt with
very harshly in Arkansas. Don't give other
hutners and Harding a bad name because
~f poor sportsmanship.
HUNTING DATES
Squirrel

North ZOne Sept. 10-Feb. 28
South ZOne Oct. I-Feb. 28

Rabbit

All Zones Oct. I-Feb. 28

Tue.-Wed.-Thur. Only
Open 5 p.m. to 9:30 p~m.

Mention this ad & receive
any two Dinners for $10 00
Choose: Catfish, Alligator, Louisiana Gulf, Shrimp
or Soft Shell Crabs
% mile from Wal-Mart, Hwy. 367 on the
bank of the Little Red River
Phone 729·5853

;0

North ZOne Nov, 19-Feb. 13
South ZOne Nov. 19-Feb. 28
Modern gun deer season opens statewide
Nov. 15 with different closing dates
throughout the year. Check the Arkansas
Game and Fish Commission Hunting
regulations guide (available at Wal-Mart)
for further information.
.
Quail

If you have anything to share or had a good
day afield, write Ed Williams at Box 532.

Do You Want to Fly Home
For Thanksgiving?
SEE US NOW
FOR THE LOWEST RATES
AND POSITIVE SPACE.

First read all you can about what makes some diamonds
so valuable: about the 4. C's. Then shop. Ask a lot of
questions. Any reputa~e jeweler should know and be
able to explain the differences between diamonds. Come
by Tara's, we have the biggest and best for less. 26 ct.
round solitaire Reg. $399.00 - $359.00.

We're iust a block off campus.

E
O< ·

r

'fura's g'dV

-- . . . .

"WE SELL BEAUTIFUL MEMORIES"

~ _: World Travel, Inc. ~~:r~Y."~~~a~~:~ue 268-4291

:;-

Downtown. Searcy
106 N. Spring
268-4684
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Intramural/Club 'Corner

Ft!l~

The Bison preseason top
ten for club football:

$5 49

1------------'----.COUPON -'-: -- "7 -~-------1
I

FRESHTASTIKS FOOD BAR
All you can eat from a selection of over 120 items.
Includes: Salads, soups, breads, dessert bar, hot foods
.
and vegetables.

I
I
I
I
I

--------------------------------------~

BONANZA
We use

KRAn
Products

East Race St. - Searcy - 268-5777
Includes: Salads, soups, breads,
dessert bar, hot foods and vegetables

----------------------------

II

~~

Fall men's intramural
softball ~hampions
DODGERS
Greg White
Tim Jones
Kelly Herod
Doqg Scboettle
Roger Imoto
Trey Jud
David Watson
Marshall Munch
David Webb
Kurt Beeson

Fall men's intramural
flag football champions

Selection of over 100 items

'---

Kappa Sigs "N' (1)
Sub T "N'
Kappa Tau "N'
TNT "N'
6. Titans "B"
7. Chi Sigs "N'
8. KAppa Sigs "B"
9. AGO "N' (tie)
9. Alpha Tau 'w' (tie)
·Indicates first place votes
2.
3.
4.
5.

Choice of Potato
All YOU CAN EAT FRESHTASTIKS FOOD BAR

Steak • Chicken • Seafood • Salad

Women's club football
begins this week

l. Titans "N' (9)·

6 oz. Ribeye Steak Dinner

ONLY

HELP ELECT

c:p;)

Joel Pritchett CPA
J.P.

PIt

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE

15

VIKINGS
Lance Duncan
Mike Allen
Jimmy Hadnot
Mark Maynard
Lance Clark
Mark England
Matt McDowell
Andy Davis
Clay Hall
Paul Houston

I

Call it powderpuff if you want to.
This is the gridiron.
Women's club football. It started
Monday night and no time was wasted
in turning up the heat for several
teams.
In small club action, Chi Alpha Rho
walloped Kappa Delta ~. Theta Psi
won a "no contest" victory against
Phi Delta 3~.
In large clubs the competition was
not so one-sided.
Sigma Phi beat Shantih in overtime.
OEGE slipped by Ko Jo Kai 18-12, and
Tri Sigs beat zeta Rho by a narrow
margin.
Ka Be Ta, champions last year,
were handed a loss by Ju Go Ju 6~.

••••••••••••••••••
Here are the results from the
Women's club softball tournament:··
Large A
1st Omega Phi
2nd zeta Rho
Small A
1st Sigma Phi
2nd TriSigs
Bteam
Tri Sigs took first

•••••••••••••••••••
The Yankees took the women's intramural softball crown this fall.
Here is the team: Melanie Eublein,
Nicole Warren, Michelle Kaylor,
Cathy Carpenter, Karen Leaf, Carrie
Rowe, Lisa Kirk, Jennifer Jacobs,
Janice Chambee, Angie Mabe. Kari
PahaL

White County Quorum Court, District 13
•
•
•
•
•

18 years business experience
2 years U.S. Army service
Harding University graduate
West Side Church of Christ Finance Committee
Conservative Republican
POLITICAL AD PAID BY J. PRITCHETI

ATTENTION aSN
CLASS OF 1988
\

.,
~

...

'

..

The Air Force has a special program for 1988 BSNs. If selected,
you can enter active duty soon after graduation - without
waiting for the results of your State Boards. To qualify, you
must have an overall 2.75 GPA. After comissioni,ng, you'll attend a five-month internship at a major Air Force medical facility. It's an excellent way to prepare for the wide range of experiences you'll have serving your country as an Air Force
nurse officer. For more information, call
CAPT. PRIVEn
501-985-2225 COLLECT

Ai" ...

=--=E:~
:>
__
"
,
F'I~~
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Around the end! Courtney Cheyne runs to avoid the defense in the second
night of women's club football.
(Photo by Dave Reece, Bison photo editor)

HANCOCK
FABRICS '
Bridal • Formal
Spring Sing
Fabric and Notions
Terry Kernodle
Owner

503 E. Race
268-5509

1-
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New life projected on old Rialto screen
by Trish Shanklin

~

Bison 5taft writer

The lights dimmed. The doors locked.
A faint male scream was heard outside.
Moans emerged from the girls dormitories.
Guys sold their watches. Girls began Avon
careers. More money was now needed to go
out on a movie date. A sad day in the history
of Harding social life. The day the Rialto
theatre closed.
Julv 17, 1988 was the end of an era. Or so
they thought. But don 't fret , the Rialto has
reopened.
On Sept. 30 Robert Marsh, Harding student and manager of the new Rialto, opened
the doors again to anxious movie goers.
Several Harding students grabbed the
chance to again view movies for a discounted price.
Marsh, who leases the theatre, and others
have been working hard for the last month
to have the Rialto ready for the grand opening. Marsh said they have recarpeted, repainted the lobby, replaced the front glass
and changed the marquee.
Debbie Bitting commented on the appearance of the theatre, "I can see a big
change. It looks much nicer and it's not as
ratty." She attended the movie "Big" opening night.
Why would someone take the time to
remodel and reopen a theatre? Marsh says,

SA MOVIES

Friday: Funny Farm
Saturday: Short Circuit I
7:30 p.m.
Short Circuit II
9:30 p.m.

PUDlicReIations
Student Society of Am.
The Harding University Chapter of
PRSSA (Public Relations Student Society of
America) has chosen officers for the fall
semester. They are as follows: Mary Maxwell, president, Danny Meeks, VicePresident, Susan Clark, Secretary, Jennifer
Terry, Treasurer and Rhonda Kipple, Director of Public Relations.
PRSSA is currently involved in preparing
a proposal to enter in Levi Strauss' annual
contest. The corporation choose$ 25 PRSSA
chapters from 125 chapters nationwide to
provide services to promote Levi 501's at
their respective schools.
Anyone interested in PRSSA can contact
Mrs. Betty Ulrey at Extension 306 or Mary
Maxwell at 279-9581.

ESPECIALLY FOR YOU
A Pre-Xmas Showing
featuring Country Crafts

~

~

WOODCRAFTS, ETC.
1301 East Moore
Searcy, Ark.
(501) 268-4019
Also the home of
"Special Occasions Rent A Signs"

A national Video~telecopference 911
TakIng in Children and
Adole$CePts" Will ~ held today wllh
S1)me of the nation's leading
autborUies ~dttJ:e$sing sUCb ma.ttet'$
as SUIcide Thrill.,seeking Drug{aJld
A1£obol Abuse, Sexual PrOmiscuity.
Teen Pregnancy and Accidenbt.
The ~rding' UniversUy depart- .
menl'of home economics will sponsor
a locCll partiCipation " of the '
tereConference from 2 p.m .. to ,too
p.m.. . in the Administration
~HUsk

Auditorium.

....

.'

.;

Participants will have II direct tolV (fee telephone hook..up to !.he panel of
experts so thai questions. comments
or ~~onal experiences may be submitted '.to the national audience,
,
The program is d&signed for
educators, P,lental health profes~iOnals. pediatricians, parents and
others concerned with the alarming >
rate of preventable teen deatb$cand _
acd~nts.

Never say die: The Rialto Theatre shut down last summer, but reopened last
Friday under new management and ownership.
(Pho to by Dave Reece, Bison pho to editor)

"I hate paying $4.50 to see a movie, and I
don't like my movies being cut."
The order is unknown, yet for the next
three weeks the movies will be "License to
Drive" "Coming to America" and "Who
Fram~d Roger Rabbit?" The' cost is $1.50
per ticket Tuesday thru Sunday and $1.00
Monday nights.

Now the doors are unlocked. The lights are
brightly shining. The guys can reclaim their
timepieces. The girls can give up their beauty careers. All because economical social
life is restored.

BAILEY VISION CLINIC

•'The three biggest killers of 10ung
people today are essentially
psychological/, said Lewis lJpsftt.
chairman of the program. "Our kiHs
~ dying of their own nckless
behavior, and we've got to stop bt."
The teleconference will deal with
linding
teens.
take neKsseale
wiltt
repQrts,. .
a bioc:bemica1

c;,!jfJrn,

an~ genetic patterns Cor predicting a
dispositiOn for risk taking. Successful
intervention and prevention for teens
at.riSk will also be discussed.

BAINES

AND CONTAO LENS CENTER

ARTISTIC FLORIST
& GIFTS

CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC

DR. FINIS BAILEY

10% Discount

Dr. John W. Baines
Dr. Larry Roth

918 E. Race

Specializing In Spine
lAnd Nerve Rehabilitation
Hours By Appointment

Complete eye exams, frames, contact
lens and contact lens replacement.
Bring this ad for $20 off glasses or
contacts with eye exam.

,~~

268-1400

. / ~ w;th J.D.

t!~.6
~~~~

~'~ ~:!!1~

1012 S.
Main Street

268-4333

268-4101
303 E. Center - Searcy

Looking for Us?
We've Moved
FROZEN DELITE
"Shake of the Month"
Peanut Butter and Chocolate
Reg. $1.25
Now $1.05
SAVE 20~
2200 E. RACE ST.
268-4732

SPECIAL DAYS & FLOWERS
• Balloons
• Stuffed Toys
• Cut Flowers

Rose Special: $1.50 each (cash & carry)
Come by and see our new location!
113 N. Spring St. (Across from Van Atkins)

WOOD, FABRIC, POTIERY
and CERAMICS
Sat., Oct. 8 10-5
Sun., Oct. 9 1-5

~

Teleconference to
•
discuss teen prob1enJs

gpecioQ C[)oyg
gQoweflg Otld Qibtg

Beall • Ladymon
10% OFF ALL PURCHASES
Docker®
Eastland®
Reebok®

• Levi® 501
• Guess®
• Soon®

Just Present Your I. D. Card to a
Salesperson and Receive Your Discount
Store Hrs.: Mon.-Sat. 10-9

268-7637
SEARCY, AR.

COeSi9"S by C.~SJ.
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•
~

